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Description
Magnet Lamp is a modern interpretation of the

classic shaded lamp. Michael Raasch has

designed an elegant family of lights which

respond in perfectly modular fashion to every

one of the user's lighting requirements.

IMPORTANT: shade should only be moved

when the light is switched off and the bulb has

cooled.

- Wall light : Textured satin black lacquered wall

fixing plate (L 45 W 6 cm). This wall support may

be fixed horizontally or vertically. Cylindrical

black cotton shade with white PMMA diffuser

which together create a pleasant lighting

ambiance. The shade is magnetized and it is

therefore possible for it to be positioned freely at

the desired height, whilst its handle enables it to

be angled as desired. Black textile cable with

manual dimmer. Supplied with 1 x 57W E27

standard (classic A) eco halogen bulb

(equivalent to 75 W)

- Table lamp : Structure in textured satin white or

black lacquered steel. Cylindrical white or black

cotton shade with white PMMA diffuser which

together create a pleasant lighting ambiance.

The shade is magnetized and it is therefore

possible for it to be positioned freely at the

desired height, whilst its handle enables it to be

angled as desired. Grey or black textile cable

with manual dimmer. Supplied with 1 x 57W E27

standard (classic A) eco halogen bulb

(equivalent to 75 W).

- reading lamp : Structure in textured satin white

or black lacquered steel. Cylindrical white or

black cotton shade with white PMMA diffuser

which together create a pleasant lighting

ambiance. The shade is magnetized and it is

therefore possible for it to be positioned freely at

the desired height, whilst its handle enables it to

be angled as desired. Grey or black textile cable

with manual dimmer. Supplied with 1 x 77W E27

standard (classic A) eco halogen bulb

(equivalent to 100 W).

THIS LIGHT IS SOLD WITH AN ENERGY

CLASS C BULB.

IT IS COMPATIBLE WITH BULBS FROM

ENERGY CLASSES A++ TO E.

Technical Specifications
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WALL LIGHT BLACK 

DIMENSIONS

H 315 mm -  W 200 mm -  D 230 mm - 

Other sizes

wall light black

DIMENSIONS

H 315 - mm

W 200 - mm

D 230 - mm

table lamp black

DIMENSIONS

H 740 - mm

W 250 - mm

D 310 - mm

table lamp white

DIMENSIONS

H 740 - mm

W 250 - mm

D 310 - mm

reading lamp black

DIMENSIONS

H 1340 - mm

W 300 - mm

D 330 - mm



reading lamp white

DIMENSIONS

H 1340 - mm

W 300 - mm

D 330 - mm


